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ROYAL URCRAFT ESTABLIWNWT 
An Automatic. Self-Belancing Capsule Menomter 

G. F. Midmood 
R. w. Hepsra 

of the National Aeronauticsl Establishment, Bedford 

This note contains a brief description of an automatic self-bdmdng 
ClapiLe manometer which has been developed primarily for the measurement of 
pressures encountered in the operation of supersonic wind tunnels. 

A remote indicating system is employed which is suitable for use tith 
digital reoording and card punching apparatus. 

The instrument has been desieJledt.0 cover a range of O-2 atmospheres 
absolute and has been adjusted and celibrated to give s3-1 acourary of 
0.01" Hg over the range Q.5” Hg to&Y'Hg absolute. 
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. 

1 Intrcduction 

Arising from the operation of supersonic wind tunncls, a demandhas 
grown for the measursment of pressure differentials over Such larger rfJ.nges 
thsnhssbeenusuel in the past. It has else been considered necessary 
that some form ofrecordingshal.l?x usea in order to reduce the running 
time of the xvi.& tunnel, and hence the operational costs* to a IIWUJS 

Moderntechniquesrelg onthe simultaneous measurement of a large 
number of pressures, 100 is not unusual, snd experience haf, shm that the 
conventiond tm of manometer using mercury in glass tubing is not entirely 
satisfaotary for this purpose. The main troubles with this type of ~ERXY 
meter ere the difficulty ofmsi.ntainingthe mercury andthetubing in a 
clean ccdition and the sluggishness due to the large nir VobJlES inVOlVd, 

since large bore ixibing is essential for reliable results. In addition, 
liquid manometers of this kind cannot be adapted for automatic reoordiw 
tithhait considerable difficulty and complication. 

In view of the above it was considered that a null-reading system 
using a ~apsulc operated self-balencing weighbeam would be most likeu to 
satisfy the req uirements, the self-balmcing arrsngement ensuring minim 
of error due to hysteresis effects in the capsules. The equipment would 
be very suitable for use with repeating end recording mechanisms. 

This note describes such an instrument which, together with its 
associated equipment, has been in operation for some time and ha-s pr0vd 
reliable end accurate. 

2 Descrintion of Apparatus 

2.1 Genenil 

The complete instjllation consists of the fallowing:- 

(a) Self-bd. ancing capsule manomder, para. 2.2. 

(71) Control unit, p~a. 2.3. 

(c) Rem&e reading indicator, para. 2.4. 

A block diagram of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 

2.2 Manometer 

The manometer consists of a pair of opposed pressure sensitive 
capsule stacks connected to a weighbeam which is arrsnged to balance the 
moment applied by the pressure difference in the capsules by a travelling 
jockey weight. 

This particuler instrument was required to give measurements in terms 
of absolute pressure, consequently one of the capsule stacks was evaouated 
and sealed. 

The e.rrengement is shown diagrsmmaticelly in Fig. 2 and a photogra@ 
of a oapsule unit in Fig. 3. 

The capsules are mounted horizontdly with the outer ends firmly 
secxu-etd to a bra&et which is bolted to the base of the instrument. The 
inner (free) ends of the capsules are connected together by a rigid bar 
which is coupled to the srm of the weighbeam by a pair of links in such a 
fashion as to ensure that the mot&x of the capsule bar will be horizontzil. 
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In order to eliminate friotion and backlash the attachments of ths coupling 
links are of the flexursl spring type. photoQ;raphs of the srrengement are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. ' 

The tneighbesm conszsts of a framework suspended from the capsule 
bracket m a set of crossed-spring flexural pivots. On the franc are 
mo~~~tedthe jcckeyweight and its dritigmschanism. 

The travelling ockeyweight is driven by a lead-screw mfiich is turned 
by an eleotric motor DR compass step-by'-step repeater motor, Ref. No. 
6-44 057) 

t! 
mounted on one of the endbrackets of the beam. The lead-screw is 

supported in bearings provided in both end brackets and is coupled to the 
motor t&rough spur reduction gearing. The gear ratio is such that a movement 
of two steps on the repeater motor causes D. jockey weight shift which gives 
a change in moment corresponding to the prescribed limit of aocuracy, in 
this 0~3.3~ 0.01” Hg. 

The above mentioned standed of accuracy demands that the precision 
of mcvement of the jockey weight shall be reliable to 0.001”. Particular 
attention has, therefore, been paid to the elimination of friction and back- 
lash* These two requirelnents conflict, but a satisfactory solution has been 
found in the psrticular method of supporting the jockey weight. This is 
shown in Fig. 6. A tripod arrsngement of mounting is used, consisting of a 
pair of rollers locate& towards one end of the weight snd a half-nut at the 
other end centrally disposed. The rollers bear upon the side rails of the 
besm, one roller being provided with flanges to give lateral location, whilst 
the half-nut engages with the threads of the lead-screw. In order to pro- 
vide positive location of the jockey weight the threads of the lead-screw 
and helf-nut are of truncated Vnitworth form so as to ensure contact on the 
incline& faces end not on the tops of the threads. The lead-screw is spring 
loaded to prevent random axial displacement of the lead-screw and jockey 
weight assembly. 

The load of the jockey weight is distributedbetween the side rdls 
end the lcsd-screw in unequel proportion by the selected positions of the 
rollers and half-nut. These positions are so arranged relative to the 
centre of gravity of the weight that only suffloient load is cerried by 
the half-nut to ensure positive engagement with the lead-screw; the remain- 
ing load is carried, via the rollers, on the side rails. 

An iron armature is fixed to the end bracket of the beam remote from 
the lead-screw motor. This armature is positioned in the njrgap of the 
coils of an electro-magnetic pick-up unit which is momted on the base and 
serves to generate the signal for the operation of the control unit, see 
para. 2.3. 

At the s--end of the beam are dso mounted a simple type of oil 
dash-pot to &np the oscillations of ths weighbesm snd a pair of adjustable 
stops to limit the movement. TO ensure the rninipm of error sue to 
hysteresis in the capsules, the stops are adjusted so that the msxirm.nn 
deflection of the capsule assembly aoes not exceed 0.002". 

Electrical connections are made with a standard multi-pin plug and 
socket. 

General viewsofthe instant are shown inthe photographsFig. 7 
and a. 
2.3 Control Unit 

The amtrul colit (Fig 12) o~dsts of a chassis on whioh are mountea 
th+= amplifier, m&u&-generator, (Ref. NO. 5u/5009) tmdtters, ana power- 
pack. The transmitters are driwlbythe motorgenerator through reduction 
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gearing and are used to energise the stepby-step repeater motors ehich 
drive the weighbeamlead-screw and the remote reading incliicator. Recording 
mechanism may also be driven by these transmitters, using parallel 
connections. 

The transmitters used. in the equipment described in this note were 
of the oonta&or type with eccentric roller drive, Ref. No. @B/893, shown 
in Fig- 16, but this type proved unreliable andhas now been supersededby 
another of improved design (commutator transmitter type 1, Ref. No. 6E@O93), 
in which conmxxtation is derived from the action of rotating segment&l slip- 
rings to which spring loaded brushes make electrrce$ connection. To obtain 
reliable operation the brushes must be free in their holders and the brush 
pressure must not be less than 25 gramnes, otherwise intermittent commu- 
tation ms,y take place. Views of this transmitter are sh~rm in Fig. 17. 

The amplifier is simple in concept .x&has been designed to operate 
at a frequency of 50 c.p.s. so that it can be used directly from a stat&M 
A.C. mains supply. 

The first valve is a double-trio&, CV.181, used as a two-stage 
straight amplifier with a gain of about 500; this is followed by a @se 
discriminating rectifying bridge using a CJ.181 with its anodes connected 
to 40 volt A.C. supplies in a&.-phase. The output stage consists of two 
'X.510 pentodes, arranged in push-pull fashion, with the field windings of 
the motor-generator conneded in the anode circuits. The output vd.~es are 
b?ased to give a standing current of 25 mA each SO that a maximum variation 
of 50 ti is obtainable in each field winding. A circuit diagram is shown 
in Fig- 9 and the operation is briefly &scribedbcloW. 

The out-of-balance signal. generated in the pick-up unit is smpllfied 
and passed to the +z:o halves of the dieoriminating rectifier. (Fig. 10 
shows details of the pick-up uait end Fig. 11 is a typical calibration). 
The rectifier is phase sensitive end controls the grxIs of the output 
vrlves so that the excitation of the field windings in the anode owcuits 
varies in sympathy with the voltage end phase of the original out-of- 
balance signal and so causL 7.3 the motor-generator to run in the appropriate 
direction to restore the equilibrium of the system. The armature is 
connected across a steadyD.C. supply,end the output from the generator 
IS connected across the cathodes of the discrimi.nating valve to provide 
negative feed-back for stabilising purposes. The power-pack is of ConVCn- 
tional design using a 524 rectifying valve. 

24. Remote Reading Indicator 

The remote reading indicator (Figs, 13 and. 14) 1s a lnechan~cdl device 
arranged to count the revolutions of the wei@&eem lead-screw and to 
present the readings in terms of inches of mercury on a circular scale. 

A repeater motor, momted at the back of the instrument, drives a 
pointer through goring so arranged that 200 steps on the repeater motor 
pro&ce one revolution of the pointer. The scale on the circular d&l 
1s divided into 100 dwisions , each divxion representing O.@t" He, hence 
one revolution of the pointer is equivalent to 1.0” Hg. Each revolution 
of the pointer is indicated on a set of number wheels visible through 
apertures in the did., the particular arrangement allowing the instrument 
to indicate up to 99.99" Kg. 

The instrument has many applications and can be used for the indi- 
cation of force, temperature, position etc., in systems which empioy this 
particulsrmethodofrcpeating. 
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It has certain advantages over the conventional wheel type counter; 
for instance, in the event of a fluctuating load, assessment of the reading 
is possible by observation of the ltits of movement of the pointer, whereas 
with the wheel type counter assessment would be &.fficuJ.t o<<ing to the loss 
of definition of the characters on the fast moving wheels. 

A further advantage concerns the speed of operation. The conventional 
wheel type counter, using die-cast slloy gears is usually limited to a 
maximum speed of about 200 r.p.m; should higher speeds be demanded, more 
costly mechanisms using hardened and polished gears would be necessary. 

The instrument described here dispenses with the first high speed 
Count wheel and uses a pointer instead, it should thus be able to run at ten 
times the speed, but is in fact limited by the maximum permissible speed of 
the repeater motor which is in the region of 1000 r.p.m. 

A conventional wheel type counter would probably be quite satisfactory 
given steady loding conditions snd low operating spe@. 

Adjustments to the eero of the indicator are ma&e by de-energising the 
motor end moving the pointer by means of the fingerknob at the back. This 
methcd, however, does not permit movements of less than six steps at a time 
(0.03l' HE), and a fine adjustment is now being fitted to dl the indicators, 
which allows the pointer to 'be set to eny position while the motor is 
energised. 

A modified indicator is shown in Figs. 18 and 19. The motor is mounted 
in a bearing on the back-plate of the instrument and oan be rotated manually 
to give the precise setting required. Adjustment has been restricted to 
steps of 30 degrees, (equivalent to one step on the repeater motor) by a set 
of spring loaded catches tiioh look the motor in any of 12 equslly spaced 
positions. 

The electrical connections are mde through dip-rings which allow 
unrestricted manipulation of the motor. 

2.5 Wind Tunnel Installation 

A battery of 50 menomders and associated equipment has been installed 
in a supersonic wind tunnel at N.A.E. and is in regular use on routine 
pressure plotting work. 

The manometers cover a range of O-70" ~g absolute snd are mechanically 
identical mith that wtioh is described in this note. 

The manometers, control units, and power packs are mounted in cabinets 
which are installed in a room remote from the observation room. Each cabinet 
houses IO units and is provided with independent switching so that ~JV or 
all of the c.zbinets can be put into operation as required. 

A view of the installation is shown in Fig. 20. I 

The remote reading indicators are installed in the observation roOm 
adjacent to the control desk. The instruments are arrsnged in sets of 10 
to suit the manometer installation and. are mounted on hinged panels to 
facilitate setting prior to use. 

The installation is shown on t& left of Figure 21. 

A tape idicator board is also instelled in the observation room and 
is used to give a general displey of the pressure plot; it is also us+d 
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an checking the operation of the equipment, as a faulty manometer or 
pressure pipe can easily be detected. 

A view of the unit 1.5 shown on the right of Fig. 21. 

3 Calibration 

3.1 General 

The manometer was calibrated against a precision mercury manometer, 
using a Kew type barometer as datum for absolute pressure. 
were corrected to a standard temperature of 16.6'~. 

The readings 

A "Viarming Up" period of about 30 minutes was required for the 
electronic apparatus to reach steady condations, and this was allowed in 
all the tests. 

A few preliminary tests were made to check the operation end after 
adjustments to the alignment of the capsules and the weight of the 
travelling jockey, the calrbration shovrn in Fig. 15 was obtained. Results 
show that the instrument gave an acouraoy of 33.01" Hg over the entire 
range. This was repeated over a period of several days with only negligible 
variations and was Considered satisfactory. 

The response to changes in ambient pressure was checked by comparison 
with a Keewtype barometer end found to be satisfactory. The changes in 
ambient pressure were due entirely to the variation in barometric pressure, 
as at that time equipment wes not avscilable for the direct control of 
ambient pressure. 

Since the above tests were completed, however, a pressure chamber 
has been installed, and subsequent tests on similar instruments have shovm 
that the changes in ambient pressure are followed faithfully and 
consistently. 

3.2 Temperature Effects 

Tests were made to check the effects due to variation of ambient 
temperature on sero readings and on the calibration. 

The manometer was enclosed in a cubicle, the interior of &ich was 
heated electrically; it was also vented to ensure pressure equilisation 
v&th the room in which it was placed. 

The interior temperature of the cubacle was controlled end varied 
over a rmge from room temperature, about 15OC, to 28'C. up to the 
maxxmum temperature of 28% negligible change an readings of amblent 
pressure was noted over several hours, the tests being repeated on 
different deys. A check calibration was then made at the mexi~m.x~~ tempera- 
ture of 28OC end sgreed fairly well with the origvlal calibration made at ‘ a room temperature of 15OC. The results of thas check are shown plotted 
in Fig. 15. 

4 Further Developments 

Further developments have resulted in the SatisfactorJ' operation 
of other instruments over a wide variation of ranges. The instruments 
were made to the same basic desagn as that which is described in this 
note, but were fitted with appropriate capsule assemblies and jockey 
weights to suit the partictfL= range for whxh the instruments were 
requir-c;ct. 
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One instrument was made to cover the range C-15" H$ pressure difference 
and was adjusted to give an accuracy of 0.01" H20 over the entire range. 

Another instrument was ma& to cover the range O-4 atmospheres absolute. 
At first the results were not satisfactory, the calibration shoting marked 
non-linear characteristics with errors of the order of 0.5%. 

This surprisingly poor performance was unexpected, but wan eventually 
traced to misbehaviour of the capsule assembly. Many tests and experiments 
were made to find the reason, but nothing definite emerged. The capsule 
assemblies were of the multi-diaphragm type soldered together to give stacks 
of the requisite dimension and it was presumed that internal stresses hd 
been introduced during manufacture and. became modifxd under oertain 
conditions of loading. 

These capsule assemblies were replacedby others consisting of standard 
hydraulicslly formed brass bellows. Satisfactory results were obtained with 
this srrsngement, the calibration being linear, but with a mean slope of 1 
in 2000, the deviation from the mean being of the order of 0.01" I&+ The 
slope could have been corrected by adjustment to the jockey-weight, but this 
was not done as the results were considered satisfactory for the purpose for 
which the manometer wsa required. 

5 Conclusions 

A self-balancing automatic manometer of the type desoribed can be 
maae an6 adjusted to give accurate res&ngs over large rsnges such as are 
encounter& in the operation of supersonic mind tunnels.. 

The instrumcnt~clescribed in this report was tested over the range 
0.5" Hg to 60" Hg absolute and was found to give an accuracy of .W.O?Hg 
throughout this rvlge. 

It is important that great care be taken of the following points:- 

1 Assembly and alignment of the component parts to be made with 
great precision. 

2 Spring centres and spring links must be initially flat snd must 
ramin so after assel-hly. 

3 The amplifier must be free frcn drift. 

4 The manometer is sensitive to &-aughts and must be protected with 
a ventilated shield or Dover. 

5 .A %arming~p~ period of about 30 nnnutes is required before the 
instrument is reaQ7 for use. 
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